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I hope your time spent reading What’s Ahead magazine 
recharges your batteries and energizes you for another 
year of warp-speed change in the data center. Isn’t it 
great to be part of the revolution?
In the fall of 2012 AHEAD® was privileged to 

co-sponsor the CIO Perspectives event held in Chicago. 
The interactive presentations by IT leaders from leading 
Chicago-based organizations were extremely insightful. 
Each talk stimulated lively conversation around the tables. 

Perhaps the most eye-opening discussion came from 
keynote speaker Martha Heller. Her premise that we 
are living in “the age of the CIO” rings hauntingly true. 
Yet one wonders, if business performance is so heavily 
dependent on the vision and management skills of the 
CIO, why are so many IT leaders viewed as firefighters 
rather than strategists? 

Heller attributes this incongruity to what she calls the 
CIO Paradox, whereby “conflicting forces deeply embed-
ded in governance, staffing, executive expectations, and 
even corporate culture” create a never-ending world of 
contradiction for IT professionals. 

As a result, you are expected to contain costs while 
simultaneously driving innovation throughout the busi-

ness. Or deploy new applications and accelerate time-
to-market of new products using legacy technologies 
incapable of delivering the expected outcomes. With all 
of that chaos swirling about you, how can you possibly 
find time to be proactive?

Our engineering and consulting services teams spend 
a lot of time thinking about ways to simplify the compli-
cations confronting today’s IT leaders. In recent issues of 
What’s Ahead we’ve shared many of their solution designs 
with you, such as Dual-Core Data Center, private and 
hybrid cloud, Vblock, and other ideas related to con-
verged infrastructure.  

We also offered expertise around IT consumption 
models, including private / public cloud configurations 
and pay-as-you-go utility strategies. That’s because our 
goal is to help you use technology in the most effi-
cient and cost-effective way, period. So rather than be 
threatened by the prospect of our clients moving their 
applications to the public cloud – we are helping them 
find the best way to do it. It’s all part of Thinking, Look-
ing, Planning, and Moving ahead.

No matter what challenges you face, always remember 
we’ve got your back. Our team is committed to helping 
you dig for and implement the best possible solution for 
your business – a commitment that keeps you in front of 
the business, not scrambling to keep up.

Thanks again for taking time to read What’s Ahead. 
We look forward to working with you and your team in 
the coming year and remain thankful for the opportunity 
to serve you. 

Best regards,

Daniel Adamany, CEO
AHEAD
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l
eonardo da Vinci said, “Simplicity is the ultimate 
sophistication.” Unfortunately for IT leaders, 
more often than not the path to simplicity is more 
like a maze. And at a time of mounting pressures 

to control costs and optimize asset utilization and work-
force productivity, anything other than a straight and 
unencumbered path portends peril rather than promise.

According to Amitabh Srivastava, president, EMC 
Advanced Storage Division, “2012 was the year organi-
zations truly began transforming IT infrastructure. But, 
unlike past IT transformations, such as the PC or Web 
eras, end users and their insatiable appetite for content 
and applications drive this transformation.”

For many, virtualized infrastructures were a major 
step in the right direction. Yet, while posting significant 
productivity gains, infrastruc-
ture virtualization has its limits. 
According to IDC, “over-
loaded storage and data network 
facilities, overprovisioning of 

storage capacity, and sharply increased administration 
workloads” are resulting in a widening gap of unmet 
expectations with respect to IT asset optimization and 
operational efficiency.

Nevertheless, virtualized infrastructures are pav-
ing the way for more advanced stages of data center 
transformation. At the forefront of this movement is 
Vblock technology from VCE. In the third quarter 
of 2012 Vblock demand was up 30% over year prior. 
More impressively, demand jumped 20% in Q3 over 
Q2 in 2012. 

On the strength of several high-profile Vblock 
projects in industries as diverse as legal services, durable 
goods manufacturing, gaming, and financial services, 
AHEAD is playing a leading role in helping organiza-
tions realize the business benefits of converged infra-
structure and enhanced asset sharing.

“Rapid deployment, reduced operating costs, pre-
validated maintenance procedures, and reduced com-
plexity are a few of the immediate benefits our clients 
are realizing,” says AHEAD Vice President of Engi-
neering Eric Kaplan. “Vblock is a simple, predictable 
method of growth that provides validated architectures 
for application deployment. Its transformative nature 
makes Vblock a viable solution for both what you are 
doing today and planning to do tomorrow.”

The aforementioned IDC research supports Kaplan’s 
observations. In a study of five companies that imple-
mented Vblock systems, IT cost per unit of workload 
were significantly reduced, as was network downtime. 

Converged InFrastruCture

*

An early technology 
design from Leonardo 
da Vinci envisages 
his obsession with 
simplicity.

“rAPid dePLoyMenT, reduced 
oPerATing cosTs, Pre-vALidATed 
MAinTenAnce Procedures And 
reduced coMPLexiTy Are A few 
of The iMMediATe benefiTs our 
cLienTs Are reALizing.”

Continued on page 21

vbLock deLivers The conTroL 
And AgiLiTy you Are Looking for

–   Eric Kaplan  
     AHEAD vice president of engineering



How then meets  now.

www.ThinkAhead .com

Today, your company is buying infrastructure. That’s 
necessary to continue to do business. But to be com-
petitive tomorrow, you’ll need a completely different 
set of tools. And these tool sets are not cheap.

So how in the world are you supposed to invest in the 
future when today’s needs are eating up the budget?

It’s not as bad as it seems. You don’t need a revolution, 
just a proper evolution. To seamlessly get from where 
you are today to where you need to be tomorrow. And 
while it often seems like you can’t get there from here, 
we’d like to offer a solution.

Our background has given us a practical understand-
ing of where business technology used to be, and 
where it’s going to be. This makes it possible for us to 
join past, present and future into one comprehensive 
plan. A plan that won’t be obsolete the moment it’s 
implemented.

And best of all, we don’t just recommend -- we’ll 
also implement it, and ensure that what we promised 
comes true. 

We’re talking about building an imaginary bridge be-
tween then and now -- linking different eras of time 
into one master plan that makes fiscal sense. 

Servers. Downtime. Budgets. These are the frustrat-
ing dogs barking at your door. Yet the more bones 
you throw at them, the further you get from solving 
the real issues -- investing in the exciting new tech 
developments that can make you a hero, and take your 
company to the next level.

Let us help you gain a clear vision of the future, while 
still being practical about your needs right now. Give 
us a call at 312-329-7880. And allow us to illustrate 
the value of thinking AHEAD.

ALLOW US TO CREATE
A WORMHOLE BETWEEN

THEN AND NOW.

DAMNED IF YOU DO,
DAMNED IF YOU DON’T.

REGAIN CONTROL
OF YOUR OWN COMPANY.



vsPex: The fLexibLe  
nexT-generATion soLuTion
(Chicago, IL)  To most defining the role of a market 
leader is an exercise in futility – akin to taking the vapor 
out of defining cloud computing. 

Some view market leadership strictly in terms of 
revenue. The higher the sales volume, the better your 
leadership. Others say market share is the true indicator 
of leadership. And still others bring subjective terms like 
thought leadership and innovation into the conversation. 
Yet one thing they all probably agree on is that market 
leadership is easy to recognize when you see it. [Think 
iTunes, iPhone, and iPad.]

For years EMC has held the dominant position in 
data center storage, backup, and recovery. According to 
IDC the firm commanded a 65.5% worldwide share of 
purpose-built backup appliance revenues, which amounts 
to more than four times the share of its nearest competi-
tor at 15.3%. Through 2011 EMC had more than twice 
the revenue of its nearest rival in the data storage sector 
while accumulating an additional 3.5% of market share.

With such a pronounced lead it would be tempting 
to rest on your laurels while competitors scramble to 
catch up – but that is not what market leaders do. Instead 
EMC invests in developing new products that are trans-
forming the way IT leaders keep a step ahead of business 
needs – a visible sign of market leadership.

Take for example the April 2012 launch of VSPEX. 
Designed around the business needs of companies with 
1,000 to 5,000 employees, VSPEX embodies simplicity 
in form and function. Featuring 14 configurations built 
around mid-market use cases, VSPEX combines EMC’s 
market leading storage systems and next-generation 
backup products with leading-edge technologies from 
alliance partners like Brocade, Cisco, Citrix, Intel, Micro-
soft, and VMware.

As a result, the once neglected middle-market [as of 
this writing IDC estimates only six percent of U.S. based 
mid-market firms are reaping the benefits of desktop 
virtualization] now has a proven, well-defined pathway 
for taking its business to the cloud. Affordable pricing 
and special financing options make the move all the 
more irresistible.

We spoke with EMC’s Bill Raftery, the driving 
force behind the VSPEX product line, to find out what 
inspired the product’s development and how the market 
was responding thus far to the VSPEX value proposition. 

the Cost-eFFICIent Path to Cloud

WH: What was the impetus behind developing 
VSPEX?

BR: VSPEX is completely market-driven. Obvi-
ously organizations are moving to the cloud, there is no 
denying it. Without virtualization you can’t move to the 
cloud. And without standard architectures, you won’t be 
comfortable in the cloud. The bottom line is if you are 
going to move to the cloud you want commonality. So 
we developed reference architectures around our products 
that make moving to the cloud possible. 

WH: How does VSPEX fit with where you see IT 
trending as an industry?

BR: It’s a simple, efficient, and very flexible solution. 
Remarkably, 75% of IT spend today is still going toward 
legacy components and systems. We know people have 
an affinity for certain products they’ve come to know and 
trust. With VSPEX you can use anybody’s virtualiza-
tion or anybody’s servers. In either case, you still get the 
benefit of the best-of-breed storage, backup, and recovery 
products from EMC. So you can merge your legacy 
products with our VSPEX reference architectures and 
you’ll be cloud ready. This gives our customers a broad 
range of choice as they plan their journey to the cloud. 
Right now, there are fourteen reference architectures to 
choose from, so that’s a lot of options.

WH: You mentioned client choice? Was choice a key 
factor in developing VSPEX?

BR: You bet. One size does not fit all when it comes 
to infrastructure, period. We wanted to give IT leaders 
the ability to deploy a variety of solutions quickly and 
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efficiently – and even more importantly, affordably. But 
VSPEX is really just the beginning in terms of our long-
term strategy. We will continue to build out solutions that 
give our customers more choices over time. The same goes 
for our channel and alliance partners. VSPEX gives them 
choices in their go-to-marekt strategy. As we bring new 
ideas to market we’ll expand on that way of thinking.

WH: What do you tell IT leaders that say that  
VSPEX is too expensive?

BR: The biggest cost our clients have is in personnel. 
If we can make their team members more productive 
and enable them to spend more time on strategic initia-
tives around the business than managing and main-
taining infrastructure that’s a big win in and of itself. 
As near as we can tell converged infrastructure saves 
our clients around 40% a year in operating costs over 
do-it-yourself solutions. So folks who compare the cost 
of VSPEX over against build your own components are 
doing themselves a disservice. Plus, when you purchase 
VSPEX you are working with a trusted partner that can 
provide valuable consulting services around designing 
and implementing the solution.

WH: How would you rate the VSPEX launch to this 
point in terms of market receptivity?

BR: Phenomenal.  We are seeing tremendous adop-
tion rates thus far, especially in the $0 to $100,000 
price band. We knew that would be our sweet spot. In 
terms of segments, VSPEX was targeted to the middle-
market but we’re seeing departmental segmentation as 
well. Many organizations in the enterprise category are 
capitalizing on the simplicity, flexibility, and efficiency 
VSPEX offers with specific use cases in mind, like  
Virtual Desktop Initiatives. *

William Raftery is Senior Vice President 
of EMC Global Product Sales. With 
2011 revenue of $20 billion, EMC is the 
global leader in enabling businesses 
and service providers to transform their 
operations and deliver IT as a service. 
EMC accelerates the journey to cloud 
computing, helping IT departments to 
store, manage, protect and analyze 
their most valuable asset – information 
– in a more agile, trusted and cost-

efficient way. Raftery is responsible for ensuring EMC products 
are brought to market in a complete end to end “go to market” 
model which ensures the highest Total Customer Experience 
from introduction, implementation and beyond. In this role, he 
leads the customer operations management team of all major 
product lines and business segments, including setting the 
strategic direction and resource planning for all EMC’s emerg-
ing market opportunities. Raftery also oversees the Global 
Financial Services and Competitive Intelligence Group. 
Raftery is a 25 year EMC veteran. He is a graduate of North-
eastern University in Boston, Mass. 
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cusToMer benefiTs

VSPEX Is Simple – VSPEX Proven 
Infrastructures deliver predictable perfor-
mance that significantly reduces the plan-
ning, sizing, and configuration burdens 
of adopting private cloud or end-user 
computing environments. In addition, 
EMC’s validation of the VSPEX configu-
ration greatly reduces deployment time. 
Finally, tight alignment with Windows 
Server Hyper-V and VMware vSphere 
cloud infrastructure provide customers a 
single point of management using System 
Center for Microsoft cloud and VMware 
vCenter™ Operations Management Suite 
for private cloud deployments.

VSPEX Is Efficient – Built on EMC’s 
award-winning VNX™ and VNXe™ uni-
fied storage systems and Avamar® and 
Data Domain® next-generation backup 
products, VSPEX provides IT leaders with 
unmatched levels of efficiency. Leverag-
ing technologies such as data deduplica-
tion, compression, and Fully Automated 
Storage Tiering (FAST), you can expect to 
significantly lower operational costs. By 
integrating these technologies tightly with 
the hypervisor and end-user computing 
environments, you can also benefit from 
simpler administration and lower manage-
ment costs.

VSPEX Is Flexible – VSPEX allows 
IT leaders to combine their choice of 
industry-leading server, network, and 
virtualization technologies into a proven 
infrastructure validated by EMC and built 
on a highly flexible EMC storage and 
backup infrastructure. 

Continued from previous page
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I
n recent months, we at AHEAD have had a great 
opportunity to evaluate several new flash arrays in our 
lab environment and have some thoughts to share on 
both the impressive results we saw and perspectives on 

employing these products in enterprise IT infrastructure. 
The arrays used include XtremIO and Pure Storage.

Performance
We wanted to use a simple configuration that wasn’t 
disruptively over-engineered to max out results. Ad-
ditionally, we had to carefully generate a six-figure IOPS 
workload with minimal disruption to our production lab 
environment. After ruling out a VDI test case due to the 
amount of processing power needed to tax the flash ar-
rays at our disposal, back-end I/O simulation techniques 
were deemed to be the best approach. Our performance 
testing centered on generating various I/O patterns with 
Microsoft’s SQLIO tool, which is their preferred tool to 
stress test SAN storage.

Some additional notes: 
•	 Single	Windows	2008	R2	Virtual	Machine	 

(VMware) running on a single Cisco UCS  
B200 blade.

•	 Virtualized	disks,	i.e.,	a	VMDK	for	each	disk,	 
each in its own data store

•	 Looking	at	end-to-end	connectivity,	2	x	4Gb	FC	
uplinks from our Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnects 
to	our	Cisco	9148-based	SAN	were	the	lowest	
common denominator in our configuration.

•	 Two	LUNs	were	used	in	testing,	with	each	config-
ured	to	be	active	on	its	own	4Gb	FC	uplink	path.

random I/o tests
SQLIO is a freely-downloadable utility from Microsoft 
that generates I/O patterns against data files sitting 
within NTFS file systems on a drive letter/LUN. For 
our	testing,	we	created	two	200	GiB	LUNs	on	all	the	
arrays we tested, zoned/masked them to our VMware 

In a Flash

ahead*Industry InsIghts

PuTTing new fLAsh ArrAys To The TesT
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cluster, created data stores on them, created virtual disks 
and	then	provisioned	them	to	our	Windows	Server	2008	
R2 virtual machine. We then used SQLIO to create 
90	GiB	test	files	on	each	associated	drive	letter.	When	
executing an I/O test on multiple drive letters with 
SQLIO, it is easiest to create the data files with the same 
path/name on each one. With the data files created, we 
started out with 4 KiB 100% random read tests. We ex-
pected this workload to be ideal for a flash-based storage 
system and the arrays did not disappoint. SQLIO is a 
command line tool and we used the following param-
eters for our test:
•	 sqlio	-dUX	-BH	-kR	-frandom	-t8	-o128	-b4	-s90	

sqlio.dat
A quick note on parameters:
-d – specifies the drive letters on which to run the test, 
the U: and X: drives in our case; -B – controls buffering, 
the value of “H” allows hardware controller buffering, 
but no Windows OS buffering; -k – sets the test to 
generate reads (R) or writes (W); -t – sets the number 
of threads per drive/LUN; -o – sets the number of out-
standing requests to queue up; -b – sets the block size in 
KiB; -s – sets the duration of the test in seconds
The last parameter is the data file name on each drive.
We set the threads and outstanding requests parameters 
to push the arrays as much as possible.

In our lab environment, we were able to sustain an 
average of just under 100,000 IOPS with this test over 
several runs, and there were peaks of up to 125,000 
IOPS during each run. We executed read tests for 2 to 
5 minutes.

The level of performance we saw with 4 KiB random 
writes was almost identical to 4 KiB random reads, 
averaging 90,000 IOPS over several test runs. Some of 
our write test runs were executed for several hours with 
no reduction in performance.

sequential I/o tests
Here’s	where	our	dual	4Gb	uplinks	were	really	a	limiting	
factor. The SQLIO command line for our sequential 
tests is shown below:
•		 sqlio	-dUX	-BH	-kR	-fsequential	-t4	-o4	-b512	

-s90 sqlio.dat
The notable differences are with the -f parameter, 

changing from random to sequential, and the block 
size,	changing	to	512	KiB.	We	sustained	780	MiB	per	
second with both read and write tests, which is in the 

range of what we expected with the uplinks being the 
limiting factor.

summary
Overall, while the results here were not limited by 
the arrays themselves, they offer a glimpse of what is 
possible on the latest flash-based arrays. With some ad-
ditional lab configuration, I wouldn’t be surprised to see 
a two-fold increase in some of the results that we saw, 
particularly with random reads.

thoughts on enterprise deployment
The results here are very compelling, but there are always 
risks with new products. Nines of availability and the 
highest levels of data integrity are earned in the trenches 
over years of field experience. Additionally, deploying a 
separate storage product for a niche requirement adds 
complexity, e.g., deciding on appropriate use cases, what 
data should live there, how to best use the technology 
alongside existing investments, potential disruption to 
other best practices up the stack, and so on.

Overall, if there is a pain point in your environment 
that can be uniquely addressed by taking a risk on an 
early-stage product, the current crop of flash-based stor-
age systems can offer great results. If the risk is deemed 
as being too great, either consider deploying them in 
lower-risk areas or look at flash options in your existing 
storage investments. *
Special thanks to Bryan Kao, John Crawford, and Alex  
Mattson for their assistance.

“if There is A PAin PoinT 
in your environMenT 
ThAT cAn be uniqueLy 
Addressed by TAking A 
risk on An eArLy-sTAge 
ProducT, The currenT 
croP of fLAsh-bAsed sTorAge 
sysTeMs cAn offer greAT resuLTs.” 

–  Scott Reder 
    Chief Architect-Storage, AHEAD
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sofTwAre defined dATA cenTers 
Are TrAnsforMing iT deLivery

o
ver the past 40 years, hosting software programs 
in data centers meant an army of hardware 
vendors would compete to sell their equipment 
to the data centers. As a result, hardware vendors 

were highly motivated to propagate an infrastructure-
centric data center and sell as much hardware as pos-
sible each time a new client or application came into 
the building. Duplicating computing power, memory, 
networking, or security inside the data centers was just a 
fact of life and a very good fact for the hardware vendors. 
However, the high cost of maintaining this model was 
shouldered by the clients and increased their monthly 
management fees significantly. Inevitably, with increas-
ing market pressures to be more competitive, companies 
became leaner and required a more cost efficient model.

the beginnings of virtual architecture
In 1974 the concept of virtualization was introduced 
and it became obvious this innovation could lead to 
more efficient use of computing resources. Virtualiza-
tion architecture was seen as ‘hardware virtualization’ 
more so than the virtualization of an operating system 
platform. Hardware virtualization ushered in the prom-
ise of true data center cost reduction in both energy 
consumption and in the need to purchase servers.

The unmistakable signs that the infrastructure-
centric model was changing began when servers could 
be virtualized with commercial, off-the-shelf software, 
such as VMware. The concept of a hypervisor or a virtual 
machine manager has been around for many years, but 
the concept of virtualization didn’t spread much further 
than the individual servers until VMware’s Steven Her-
rod came up with the notion of a Software-Defined Data 
Center. His SDDC vision, which materialized in 2012, 
demonstrated an entire data center could be virtualized 
by disengaging the infrastructure hardware from its own 
compute, memory, storage, and network management 

responsibilities. This revelation turned the physical hard-
ware into generic assets that could to be controlled by a 
piece of software embedded in the infrastructure. Because 
the SDDC “hypervisor” doesn’t care what applications are 
being run, what operating systems are in use, what stor-
age devices are connected, or what network hardware is 
attached; the SDDC can be programmed to control it all. 
The SDDC architecture’s software-centric model creates 
a new level of flexibility and malleability that the previous 
infrastructure-centric model didn’t allow. 

Perhaps the most powerful and compelling strate-
gic difference between the old infrastructure-centric 
data centers and the new SDDC architecture is that it 
enables business logic to drive automation. As a result, 
the design of the data center can now be focused on the 
needs of the business. Further, the design is extremely 
flexible and scalable so that changes in the business 
environment can more easily be accommodated by the 
SDDC platform. The old infrastructure-centric design 
was very rigid with silos of components that were inca-
pable of serving multiple masters, let alone the needs of 
a dynamic business. The SDDC establishes a new stan-
dard because it requires all infrastructure components 
to be viewed as pooled assets, managed by an SDDC 
hypervisor or virtual machine manager. 

real Computing Power is in the hands of the end-users
It is important to recognize that the real power of com-
puting comes from the applications and the users, not the 
infrastructure. The hardware and technical infrastructure 
are simply means to an end; they exist to support and 
enable the applications. Does this mean that the infra-
structure guys play second fiddle to the application guys? 
Certainly not! However, nothing is more important to 
end-users than being able to perform a task or solve a 
problem using an application. So, if we can agree that 
successful computing is about the software, then it should 

a neW 
dynaMIC
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follow that a Software-Defined Data Center is a key ele-
ment in the overall success of a computer system. 

leveraging traditional virtualization technology
Software-Defined Data Center is emerging technology, 
but many data centers are currently employing tradi-
tional virtual technologies to support such things as the 
elastic cloud, disaster recovery, application hosting, net-
work management and business process optimization. 

One of the ways enterprise-class data centers support 
elastic cloud computing and other technical capabilities 
is with virtual server farms. A distributed server farm is a 
cluster of like-tasked servers that offer either redundant 
services for load distribution or servers that are part of a 
complete application system. For large-scale production 
deployments, applications are typically deployed across 
sizable server farms for redundancy and fault tolerance. 
The fundamentals of a distributed server farm model 
don’t change as those application clusters are virtualized 
and even as they move into the cloud. Now, in nearly all 
large data centers, the idea of a server farm is so well-
known and understood that it has become ingrained in 
the IT architecture and building design.

To provide the most flexible platform for opera-
tional IT service delivery as well as disaster recovery, 
enterprise data centers utilize multi-data center strate-
gies for enhanced business continuity. As an example, 
Secure-24 has data centers that are connected with a 
high availability self-healing SONET ring. This allows 
the interconnected data centers to work interchangeably 
so one data center can act as backup/recovery/failover 
for another if there is a problem. This creates redun-
dancy and enables the data center to use virtualization 
machine technology in one data and physical servers in 
the other data center. This strategy makes it possible to 
leverage ROI benefits of virtualization while still main-
taining the power of a single physical design.

sdd: tearing down silos of Inefficiency
Data centers, even those that utilize sophisticated vir-
tualization strategies, are typically built around multiple 
silos of components that each support one applica-
tion and each silo must be managed separately. This is 
costly, inefficient and ultimately weakens the overall 
computing performance of the data center. The SDDC 
eliminates the silos by remolding every layer of the 
data center infrastructure into a Software-as-a-Service 
component and accessing the pools of industry standard 
hardware that are left in the silos.

The ultimate goal of SDDC is a self-optimizing 
data center capable of serving business users rather 
than imposing limitations on those same users based 
on legacy hardware and software purchases. Ideally, ap-
plications (such as SAP for example) define their own 
requirements of needed assets – compute, network, stor-
age, software – based on SLAs and compliance policies. 
Business logic requires an SDDC be scalable, flexible, 
and agile in accommodating fluctuating business drivers 
aimed at reducing OPEX.

The Software Defined Data Center is based on auto-
mation rather than manually tending to various layers of 
technology. Automation is essential in managing complex-
ity at the scale necessary to effectively operate a modern 
data center. Moreover, automation requires that the 
underlying resources of the data center (compute/memory, 
storage, network, applications) be unbundled from the 
physical infrastructure and transformed from hardware 
assets to software assets and then managed with software.

Finally, because computing power can only be fully 
realized when it’s in the hands of end-users, data cen-
ters are breaking away from their rigid silos of equip-
ment and tools that only support a single application 
or even a single type of end-user. Whether embracing 
cutting-edge technologies like Software Defined Data 
Centers or finding new and creative ways to leverage 
traditional tools, such as virtualization, it is clear that 
data centers are evolving. With the dawn of elastic 
cloud computing, data centers have to meet the require-
ments of users and provide intelligent, scalable, and 
secure environments for all applications. *
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Oracle Partner. The company provides enterprise cloud  

computing, critical application hosting and IT outsourcing  
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only 23% is spent on innovation and development.

IDC interviewed several VCE customers to document their results. Read the  
IDC paper on how these companies:

• Saved an average of 68% on data center costs

• Deployed new systems in as little as 1/5th the time

• Increased uptime

Increase the opportunity for innovation and development with Vblock™  
Systems, the World’s Most Advanced Converged Infrastructure.
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How then meets  now.

www.ThinkAhead .com

It’s nice to have a clear vision of what’s around the 
next corner. Yet it’s necessary to have a system that’s 
up and running right now, today. All too often, these 
two truths seem at opposition.

How can you be proactive and active at the same time?

AHEAD is a new kind of company, with a very practi-
cal understanding of where technology used to be, and 
where it’s going to be. Having a foot in both worlds 
makes it natural for us to help companies evolve from 
today to tomorrow. 

By working closely with you to understand your com-
pany, we can recommend a solution that meets your 
current needs, and also anticipates your future needs. 
And perhaps most important, one that won’t be obso-
lete the moment it’s implemented.

We’re also right there to help you execute that solu-
tion, and ensure its continued success. 

With the rate at which technology is changing, it’s 
getting increasingly difficult to make smart moves -- 
and the pressure to “get it right” is more than ever.

Many companies have invested years and millions on 
technology that is now obsolete. This can not con-
tinue. You need to use technology to stay ahead of the 
pace of change. And that is why we exist.   

Because when technology is empowering your com-
pany to be better at what you do . . . well, it’s just the 
way I.T. ought to be.

Feel like inventing something new? Give us a call. 
And let us explain in person the value of thinking 
AHEAD.

FORGET STOPGAP -
WE OBLITERATE THE GAP.

THERE’S A REASON
WE’RE CALLED “AHEAD.”

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
BUT PRACTICAL FOR NOW.
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M
ergers and acquisitions, multi-national opera-
tions, an increasingly mobile workforce, the 
proliferation of SaaS applications, new and 
unrelenting security concerns, risk avoidance, 

the need for innovation – the list of challenges confront-
ing IT leaders is seemingly inexhaustible .

Moreover, the magnitude of change IT leaders face 
every day is dramatically reshaping the data center in 
form, functionality, and most importantly, impact on  
the business.

As a result, legacy operating models that performed 
so impressively in the past don’t necessarily cut it in 
today’s more fluid, agile workplace. So like other execu-
tives who have had to modify and tailor their talents 
and skills to meet the changing business climate, IT 
leaders find themselves in a similar predicament –  
moving from builder to broker.

That’s because traditional IT required deep invest-
ment in building sophisticated, somewhat complex 
data centers featuring the latest and greatest hardware, 
software, networking and storage devices, and servers to 
ensure a constant, even flow of information across the 
enterprise. At the same time significant capital expendi-
tures were needed for staffing and outsourced profes-
sional services to keep everything running smoothly. 

the Changing It landscape
According	to	Gartner’s	2012	Cloud	Planning	Guide,	
“IT organizations must become an IT service broker. 
This means they must facilitate IT services consump-
tion for their internal customers by doing two things: 
Build a secure and efficient internal cloud that can 
compete with external providers, support a mobile and 
remote workforce, house applications and data that 
cannot be hosted in the public cloud, and connect to 
the external cloud to augment capacity, and at the same 
time, leverage, vet, and recommend external provid-

the Case For  
Change

iT LeAders Are MorPhing froM 
buiLder To broker To MeeT 

chAnging business deMAnds
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ers that can meet businesses’ new requirements for 
increased agility and cost efficiency.”

Of	course	the	two	imperatives	Gartner	exhorts,	
building a secure and efficient private cloud and devel-
oping mutually beneficial relationships with solution 
providers, are easier said than done. Especially at a time 
when it is not only difficult to define what needs to be 
done and how to do it, but even pinpointing where to 
start can be a major challenge.

Forrester analyst Liz Herbert says that firms “should 
look for services providers who have strong processes 
based on how they can drive innovation with clients –
and who have a strong record of success. 

Herbert goes on to define the key elements you need 
to develop a successful innovation strategy with solu-
tion providers: 
1)  A formal governance process around innovation 
2)  Access to internal and external sources for new ideas 
3)  Clear processes to discover, validate, approve, and 

implement ideas 
4)  Dedicated, assigned roles and responsibilities 
5)  Integration with the innovation process with broader 

vendor management processes 
6)  KPIs and metrics that document effectiveness and 

success, and finally, 
7)  A common innovation, business, and technology 

road map describing a five-year plan
Herbert’s analysis is based on a recent Forrester 

study that shows the need to innovate and grow the 
business as the top priority for IT leaders in terms of 
making an impact relative to IT spending. The follow-
ing chart summarizes the responses of 1,013 IT execu-
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tives from enterprise-level organizations.
There is certainly a strong element of foresight and 

planning and that can accelerate the transition from 
builder to broker,” says AHEAD Vice President of 
Consulting Mitch Northcutt. “Defining strategy and 
creating a road map that outlines the move from cur-
rent state to future state are foundational to our trade-
marked Think, Look, Plan, Move framework.”

“We start by getting all of the stakeholders in one 
room and engaging them in the process. Doing so 
makes setting business goals and establishing strategies 
around the organization’s use of technology a collab-
orative effort that cements commitment to the desired 
outcomes. It’s an extremely effective process.”

AHEAD also utilizes an expansive, specially de-
signed briefing center and lab in providing a safe haven 
that fosters collaboration and innovative thinking. 
“There is something empowering about everyone being 
in the same room with the same objectives that makes 
developing short- and long-term objectives around real 
world business cases a much simpler and more strategic 
undertaking,” Northcutt said.

“Resisting where the industry is headed is futile,” adds 
AHEAD Vice President of Engineering Eric Kaplan. 
“Business people have changing expectations today. 
They think strategically and view IT as an on-demand 
consumable. If you aren’t prepared or capable of providing 
pay–as–you–go	(PAYG)	services	that	can	be	spun-up	and	
provisioned in a matter of clicks, you run the risk of busi-
ness unit owners going around internal IT and sourcing 
what they need on their own. That can lead to headaches 
and complications you don’t want or need.”

Cloud strategy requires Careful assessment
Information technology is most in the throes of a major 
inflection point. Not since the Total Quality Manage-

ment movement and the ERP systems it 
spawned have technology leaders had such a 
remarkable opportunity to impact the busi-
ness on every level.

Yet while cloud computing continues to 
evolve, both in terms of adoption and func-
tionality, inherent risks remain that under-
score the need for careful assessment and 
planning your overall cloud strategy. Devel-
oping a hybrid solution is a solid first step. A 
private cloud for mission critical applications 
allows the business to benefit from the fea-
tures of cloud computing within a controlled 
environment. Yet you can still capitalize 
on the agility and augmented capacity that 

bursting to the public cloud provides.
This gives you time to develop a cloud decision 

framework for determining which applications and data 
can be safely hosted in the public cloud and which ones 
cannot. At the same time you can create and implement 
standard operating procedures and policies that govern 
how your organization will utilize and manage cloud 
services providers.

AHEAD offers a portfolio of solutions that fa-
cilitate the integration of various cloud strategies into 
your overall business technology plan. SLAs, security, 
governance, contracts, pricing models, business service 
management, and a service catalog should all factor into 
the strategic planning process. And with good reason, 
because the business drivers that defined cloud com-
puting in 2012 are giving way to an entirely new set of 
challenges in the coming year.

Gartner’s	2013	Cloud	Computing	Planning	Guide	
calls the emergence of social, mobile, cloud, and infor-
mation management as the year’s top initiatives and 
their ultimate confluence into a single business medium 
a “Nexus of Forces” that will dramatically reshape and 
change customer, patient, employee and all system user 
relationships.  “Organizations that ignore the Nexus of 
Forces will be displaced by those that can move into 
the opportunity space more quickly – and the pace is 
accelerating,” the report warns.

So as you seek to ensure your IT organization keeps 
pace heed the experts’ advice and find a technology 
solution provider that can help you navigate the journey. 
Someone who can help you maintain focus through 
thought leadership, exceptional planning, 20/20 foresight 
and the means to execute rapidly when the time comes.

As Kipling wrote; “If you can keep your wits about 
you while all others are losing theirs, and blaming you  
. . . The world will be yours and everything in it.” *

The need to innovate  
and grow our business

The need to lower iT  
operating costs

increasing diversity  
of our end user devices

increased use of  
as-a-service offerings

consolidation of business units 
or streamlining operations

Mergers and Acquisitions

 significAnT iMPAcT ModerATe iMPAcT

31% 56%

37% 40%

37% 40%

39% 27%

32% 32%

22% 23%
Source: Forrester 

Research, Inc., 
August 1, 2012





Calendar time for deploying new infrastructure went 
from five weeks to one, while the staff time to config-
ure, test, and deploy a solution dropped by 75%.

While our experience with Vblock is paying big div-
idends for our clients, it is also enabling us to develop 
and fine-tune our service offerings across the board,” 
Kaplan notes. “As a result, we have created a FastPath 
to Vblock service offering that allows our clients to ac-
celerate the implementation process.”

Following a proven workshop-based model, the 
AHEAD FastPath service offering facilitates under-
standing of the business benefits of converged infra-
structure across the enterprise. This is accomplished by 
engaging key stakeholders from the onset. As a result, 
stakeholders are intimately involved in the development 
of the overall strategy, road map, design, and plan, while 
ensuring specific business unit needs are addressed.

Kaplan finds that the consensus-building pro-
cess leads to faster and better results. “Following our 
framework we can typically deliver an IaaS instance in 
90 days or less. That includes a self-service portal with 
developed workflows, sizing and configuration of the 
solution, and financial validation and structuring of 
the deal.” 

Vblocks are offered in essentially three sizes de-
signed around anticipated business need: Vblock 100 is 
geared for simplifying and streamlining remote office or 
branch data center deployments; Vblock 300 offers sig-
nificant scale options for both compute and storage in 
a mid-tier storage infrastructure (VNX) environment; 
and Vblock 700 is a high-end storage infrastructure 
(VMAX) solution that provides multiple performance 
and availability options for both compute and storage.

“Even though Vblock is somewhat of a prescriptive 
product offering, we still approach each deployment as a 
unique case,” Kaplan says. “Our practical understanding 
of where technology used to be and where it’s headed is 
of great value to our clients and partners alike.  

“And having a foot in both worlds makes it 
natural for us to help companies evolve from today 
to tomorrow. In this way, we allow our clients to be 
simultaneously proactive in future planning and active 
with the current realities of their business. Converged 
infrastructure is a key ingredient of the foundation for 
today and tomorrow.”  

Vblock 100, 300, and 700 models (left to right) give IT leaders a 
pre-configured, specialized solution for rapid application deployment, 
X86 virtualization, SAP replatforming, exchange, disaster recovery, 
and standardized / remote office deployments, virtual desktops, and 
Private Cloud (IaaS) instances.

Continued from page 5
vbloCk

EMC’s Srivastava believes “IT will continue to see 
abstractions with more intelligence in the data center 
moving to a software control plane that uses Web-based 
technologies to access compute, networking, and storage 
resources as a whole (e.g., software-defined data center). 
Cloud model tenets such as efficiency and agility will 
expand to include simplicity as data centers look for 
easier ways to consume technology.” 

“VCE simplifies the deployment, management, and 
ongoing operations of data center infrastructure,” said 
Praveen Akkiraju, chief executive officer, VCE. “Over-
whelming customer acceptance of Vblock Systems has 
propelled VCE to industry leadership in innovating and 
delivering the next-generation data center. We are de-
lighted to receive this acknowledgement from industry 
IT professionals.” *

“vce siMPLifies The dePLoyMenT, 
MAnAgeMenT And ongoing 
oPerATions of dATA cenTer 
infrAsTrucTure.”
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–  Praveen Akkiraju, CEO, VCE
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Following a grueling process involving count-
less hours of study, intense written exams and a 
nerve-wracking solution defense before a panel 

of VMware experts, AHEAD Senior Data Cen-
ter Engineer Chris Wahl achieved recognition as a 
VMware Certified Design Expert (VCDX). With this 
rare designation, Wahl joins an elite group of world-
wide design architects attaining this highest level of 
VMware certification.

The achievement is the culmination of a yearlong 
process that began with a conversation around Wahl’s 
professional development plan at AHEAD. 

“I met with Paul Bostjancic (AHEAD manag-
ing consultant and Chris’ boss) last year and told him 
achieving VCDX was a personal goal of mine,” says 
Wahl. “However, I couldn’t make it happen without the 
company’s support and exposure to client environments 
where we could push the limits in terms of technology 
innovation. AHEAD put its complete trust in me and 
gave me the time, financial backing and solution-design 
opportunities to make this happen. This truly is an 
organizational achievement.” 

Wahl also credits his teammates at AHEAD with 
helping him accomplish the lofty goal. 

“Working alongside data center architects and 
engineers as skilled as those on our team at AHEAD 
really pushes you beyond your limits,” he says. “I went 
through the examination process and developed and 
submitted the final design for the certification, but I 
could not have done it without the complete backing of 
the team. I made the defense in front of the panel, but 
it was the whole team that put me there.”

The solution Wahl submitted for review and defense 
involved a vSphere design for a multi-national enter-
prise. “The scenario revolved around taking this large 
organization from a very physical, only 10 percent 
virtualized environment, to 100 percent virtualization,” 
Wahl says. “We were also tasked with converging the 
infrastructure to simplify the environment. In this par-
ticular instance, the imagined client had mission-critical 
workloads running on big databases at maximum 
capacity. As a result, applications were not highly avail-
able and the strain placed on the system was limiting 
company growth plans.

“The end solution was implemented in roughly six 
months from start to finish. Rather than worry about 
taking servers offline for normal maintenance or re-
pair, the virtualized environment gives them the flex-

ibility to assign workloads to different servers without 
missing a beat. And the converged infrastructure saves 
time and money.” 

Wahl said the diverse nature and scope of projects 
he is involved with at AHEAD continually test his skill 
set and competency, while providing opportunities for 
personal growth and development. 

“AHEAD does such a wide variety of work for cli-
ents in large enterprise environments that it gives us the 
necessary experience to achieve remarkable outcomes 
for clients. Interacting with clients on that level was 
excellent preparation for what I faced in front of the 
VMware panel.”

According to VMware, there are only 105 design en-
gineers worldwide with the VMware Certified Design 
Expert title. Wahl is the first Illinois-based engineer to 
earn the certification. 

“This is a remarkable affirmation of the level of 
thought leadership, innovation and solution design 
expertise we emphasize at AHEAD,” says AHEAD 
CEO Dan Adamany. “Chris’ accomplishment speaks 
volumes about the way he approaches solution design 
and development. He is a phenomenal listener and re-
ally seeks to understand the client’s goals and objectives 
before offering ideas. And more importantly, he does 
what it takes to make sure the solution is implemented 
in a timely fashion. I am so proud of Chris and the 
team. They really stretched themselves to get this done 
without losing focus on our clients.”

Two other AHEAD architects are currently working 
toward the same certification. *

AheAd senior dATA engineer eArns eLiTe 
vMwAre cerTified design exPerT sTATus
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